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Over the past several years, one small corner 
of America’s vast entitlement superstructure—the 
Medicare drug benefit—has been working well, 
satisfying program participants, and holding cost 
growth to a bare minimum. This is unheard of in 
the entitlement arena, where cost overruns are the 
norm. Naturally, encountering that kind of suc-
cess, some politicians—especially those who had 
nothing to do with making sure it was properly 
designed—now want to change it.

The drug benefit, known as Medicare Part D, 
was enacted in 2003 amid controversy. It was an 
expensive new add-on to the Medicare program 
that increased the government’s already immense 
unfunded liabilities. At the time, many analysts 
correctly warned that the last thing the federal gov-
ernment should do is expand unfunded entitlement 
promises.1 Medicare was already teetering under 
the weight of its existing unfunded commitments. 

Yet, despite the added costs, the drug benefit 
also broke significant new ground in its design  
and policy. 

The Design of Part D. At the insistence of the 
Bush Administration and market-oriented health 
experts, the Medicare drug benefit was built on a 
foundation of a functioning marketplace, not gov-
ernment micromanagement. Indeed, unlike the 
rest of Medicare, there is no such thing as a gov-
ernment-run Medicare drug benefit—at least not 
at the moment. Instead, the beneficiaries select 
from competing private drug plans. The govern-
ment’s contribution toward these plans is based 

on the weighted average of the premiums charged 
by the competing insurers in a given region of the 
country. Importantly, the government’s contribu-
tion does not vary based on the plan selected by an 
individual beneficiary. Beneficiaries who pick plans 
that are more expensive than average pay the added 
costs out of their own pockets, and beneficiaries 
who select less expensive plans cut their premiums 
commensurately.

Part D: Confounding Its Critics. When the 
drug benefit was debated in Congress, critics said it 
would never work. They feared beneficiaries would 
find the program too complex to navigate and 
therefore would not sign up. Private insurers would 
see the program as too risky for their businesses 
and therefore would not offer plans to beneficiaries, 
critics said. Costs would explode for those who did 
sign up, they said, because only the heavy hand of 
government can keep drug spending under control.

All those predictions were wrong. Since its roll-
out in 2006, the drug benefit has been an incredible 
success. Thanks to the addition of Part D to existing 
employer-sponsored coverage, today 90 percent of 
Medicare participants are in secure drug coverage of 
some sort. Survey after survey has shown that bene-
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ficiaries like the program and are very satisfied with 
how it works. And, most importantly, costs for the 
drug benefit have come in some 40 percent below 
initial expectations. The Department of Health and 
Human Services recently announced that the aver-
age beneficiary’s premium for the program will be 
about $30 in 2012, down from $30.76 in 2011.2 
Remarkably, that is just $4 more per month than the 
average premium in 2006. Over the first six years 
of the program, the average premium increase has 
been just 2.5 percent per year—well below cost 
growth in the rest of Medicare.

In addition, new research has documented 
cost savings in the rest of Medicare from provid-
ing a stable source of drug coverage for seniors. 
A recent study by Harvard researchers shows the 
drug benefit is keeping more seniors out of hos-
pitals and nursing homes, thus reducing Medicare 
spending for patient care in those institutions by 
$12 billion annually.3

Despite this success, critics of the program simply 
cannot accept that they were wrong. They continue 
to insist on changes that would move away from 
this market-driven model toward the command-
and-control approach that is dominant in the rest of 
Medicare—and has never worked to control costs.

Part D “Rebate” Proposal Would Doom Pro-
gram. The latest iteration of this ongoing campaign 
to undo the Part D model is a proposal to import 
Medicaid’s government-imposed rebate provisions 
into the Medicare drug benefit. When states pur-
chase drugs on behalf of their Medicaid recipi-
ents, the drug manufacturers are required to pay a 

“rebate” to the federal government, based on a com-
plex formula tied to the average price charged per 

drug. Some in Congress want drug companies to 
pay these rebates for beneficiaries in the Medicare 
drug benefit who are dually eligible for Medicaid.

But, of course, these “rebates” are really just a 
form of taxation. The question is: Who will bear 
the burden of payment? A recent study from the 
American Action Forum (AAF) makes it clear that 
much of the burden will fall on the seniors who 
are already enrolled in the Medicare drug benefit.4 
That is because drug manufacturers, faced with the 
requirement to pay this new tax, will pass on a por-
tion of the added costs in the form of higher Part 
D premiums. AAF estimates that the average Medi-
care drug benefit enrollee would see a premium 
hike of between 20 and 40 percent as a result of 
the rebate proposal. 

Worse, introducing rebates in this way would 
begin the process of destroying the market-based 
design that has made the Part D program so suc-
cessful. Today, the private plans competing for the 
business of Part D participants know they must 
negotiate aggressively with the drug manufactur-
ers to ensure they can offer coverage at an attractive 
price. If they do not, they will lose market share 
to a more aggressive competitor. It is this competi-
tive pressure that has suppressed cost and premium 
growth over the past six years.

The “rebate”—which really amounts to govern-
ment price controls—would change everything. 
Today, pricing is determined entirely by a negotia-
tion between private insurers and drug manufac-
turers focused on the value of prescription drug 
products for the patients. With rebates, the govern-
ment would get involved in the conversation, and 
that spells trouble. Drug manufacturers would seek 
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to use the rebate requirement to extract higher pric-
ing from the insurers, even as they lobbied the gov-
ernment to base the rebates on the most inflated 
measure of “average” price they could find. In time, 
as in other parts of Medicare, the government’s 
price-setting reach would expand further and fur-
ther based on new legislative proposals and the 
natural tendency of bureaucracies to seek to control 
more and more decisions. Eventually, the private 
plans now participating in Part D would lose their 
ability to determine their own fates, which would 
spell doom for the current program.

Going down the price control road is the last 
thing Congress should allow to happen. Medicare’s 
administrators have been trying for four decades to 
micromanage their way toward slower cost growth 
and higher-quality care, without success. The 
bureaucratic model has failed, and it should not be 
tried again in Part D.

Apply Market-Based Principles and Adjust for 
Income. What Congress should be doing is taking 
the important lessons of Part D and applying them 
to the rest of Medicare, which is badly in need of 
reform. Cost growth for non-drug expenses contin-
ues to grow rapidly with no end in sight. The solu-
tion is cost-conscious consumer choice with strong 
price and quality competition among providers of 

coverage and services to seniors. That is the design 
that has been tested and proven to work for six 
years in the drug benefit. And it can work in the rest 
of Medicare, too.5 

Of course, just because the drug benefit’s mar-
ket-based design is working does not mean the 
government must continue to subsidize coverage 
for the well-to-do at the levels assumed in current 
law. The program works today because the govern-
ment’s contribution is fixed by region, independent 
of the premium charged by any one insurance plan. 
That assures cost-conscious choices by participants 
because they must pay more from their own pocket 
if they select coverage that is more costly than the 
average plan. But the government’s contribution 
need not be the same for rich and poor. Indeed, the 
fact that premium growth has been so moderate 
during the program’s first years only highlights that 
some seniors with higher incomes and assets could 
pay a bit more than they are today for the drug cov-
erage. That could be done without disrupting any of 
the key features that make today’s drug benefit work 
so well to hold down overall cost growth.

—James C. Capretta is a Visiting Fellow at The  
Heritage Foundation and Fellow at the Ethics and  
Public Policy Center.
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